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For those who prefer a more compact format, Flesk is pleased to introduce the Naughty and Nice
Big Pocket Edition. This stylish new presentation preserves the aspect ratio of the original Naughty
and Nice in a volume made even more conducive to curling up with a good book. The new format
also affords the Big Pocket Edition the luxury of a modest price, that it may find its way more readily
into the hands of the discerning Everyman.In a radical departure from his previous work on
animated films and comics featuring superheroes, the award-winning artist Bruce Timm presents an
extensive survey of the many forms that his shapely muse has assumed in his mindâ€™s eye.
Naughty and Nice: The Good Girl Art of Bruce Timm Big Pocket Edition showcases over 250
full-color, line and pencil images of partially clothed and nude women of almost every conceivable
description and temperament.This substantial collection provides shapely forms and earthly delights
throughout its pages. Be it a sophisticated city gal or a savage jungle queen, a hard-boiled dame or
an elegant lady from the land of fantasy, a quietly smoldering sorceress or a wild-hearted
adventuress, each of Timm's ladies is sure to please the eye.Over 125 new images have been
prepared especially for this handsome book. Timm explores the female form with absolute creative
freedom, and pure personal expression is the result. The artist has granted Flesk Publications
unprecedented access to his archives to provide the best representation of his private works. These
rarely seen images span the last 15 years and are showcased in a single collection for the first time.
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I own both the original and this pocket version. The differences between the two are that the pocket

version is a bit smaller and that some pages that featured licensed comic characters were omitted to
avoid licensing fees so this pocket version could be offered at a more affordable price.That said, the
paper quality is the same so the color reproduction is great. The larger page size of the original
version is certainly nicer, feels more like viewing a portfolio. If having the extra comic book
characters and the larger size are important to you, track down the original. The prices have gone
quite high on it, but I think its worth it for die hard Timm collectors like me. Actually the die hards will
own both. I will look most at this pocket version to to keep the larger version in nicer condition.Either
way this pocket version is a must have. The only downside is it might wet your appetite for the larger
form. I uploaded a photo comparing the size.

Love this book and the content within. I will note it's much larger than the name suggests as there's
no pockets big enough on earth to hold this book. Not that it's a bad thing at all, it's a good thing.The
artwork within is lovely, classy and well done. My only criticism is that a lot of it feels much of the
same, page after page of very similar looking women in similar poses. There are some to break up
the difference but it does get a bit repetitive. It's kind of like complaining about too much of a good
thing I guess but I wish there was just more variation to it. This is in contrast to say, Dean Yeagle's
artbook where there's a lot more variation in poses/subject. All in all I'm happy to have it but it does
make me wish I'd gotten the larger version when I had the chance as I hear that has some more
subtle variation.Pros:++ Not pocket sized at all++ Lovely artworkCons:- Poses/styles gets repetitive
when taken as a whole

Don't let the "pocket edition" fool you. This is a large, gorgeous book. If you're a fan of pin up
artwork at all this is an invaluable addition to your library.

BT has compiled a visual array of beauty and art into an amazingly detailed and artistically precise
book of work here. I find his work to be nostaligic yet modern in color and presentation. I loved
seeing the famous renditions of movie posters and theater sets, a grand visual for the art
afficionado. I look forward to whatever else I can find on his level.

Bruce Timm is the Master! This graphic book proves it, 256 pages of goodness! For almost three
decades, hes been doing it and doing it well. As an avid fan of his work, I grew up with his TV
shows, his art style is so unique, he blend it with so many, that it's his own now. His women are so
exquisite, that it comes out of the page and hit you right in the gut! as well as everything else in his

storytelling. This is a second print of the original, and it is a bit smaller in size, 7" x 10", but that's the
only difference, everything else is the same quality. Art lovers, don't hesitate to grab this
masterpiece, I'm sure that it will be sold out again and a third print is inevitable. Highest possible
recommendation... Cheers!

I'm an aspiring artist and got this book because I'm a fan of the style.It's a great reference for
practicing the art style. I'm sure about others, but I find much easier to draw realistically than the
cartoony look which something I really want to do one day.

Bruce Timm provides ample proof in this volume that it isn't how many lines are used to depict a
subject, but determining what lines are really necessary and making the most of them. This, of
course, is a basic principle of traditional animation, a field in which Timm is well versed, and he does
a terrific job of fleshing that principle outâ€”even his use of color follows it, enriching the lines without
any attempt at overwrought visual dazzle. As for the subject matter, the degree of naughtiness must
be left to each peruser's discrimination, but I don't hesitate for a second to say it's all very nice.

I've been a fan of Bruce Timm since Batman the Animated Series premiered back during the Fox
Kids days. He has been one of the artist I've been waiting for to release an artbook and I'm glad he
finally did. This book is full of amazing pinup art. If you have the chance and the money I suggest
the hardcover edition that comes with more artwork. I wish I did before they had sold out.
Regardless of which one you pick up (paperback or hardcover) it's a great book to add to your
collection.
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